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FOREWORD

Good quality professional supervision is essential for excellent nursing practice. It allows mental health and addiction nurses the time and space to reflect on their professional identity, development and the wider social and political environments that influence health.

These guidelines are intended to set a national direction for professional supervision. They have been developed in fulfilment of the first recommendation from Professional Supervision for Mental Health and Addiction Nurses (McKenna, Thom, Howard and Williams, 2008), and to ensure greater consistency across New Zealand in all aspects of professional supervision for mental health and addiction nurses. The guidelines will contribute considerably to the sector’s quality initiatives.

The Ministry of Health’s Let’s get real framework (2008) is a significant quality initiative for the sector. Let’s get real describes the essential knowledge, skills and attitudes required to deliver effective mental health and addiction services. The framework outlines the expectations for everyone working in the mental health and addiction workforce (including nurses), and will strengthen shared understandings and consistency across the sector. Let’s get real sets a benchmark for services and complements professional competencies, such as those of the Nursing Council of New Zealand (2007). Let’s get real was developed with a service-user-centred approach and aims to build a workforce that is person centred, supports recovery, is culturally capable and committed to improving the quality of services for people.

Professional supervision is a key enabler for Let’s get real, as it transforms the framework from a document to being about the way we practice and work. Through professional supervision, mental health and addiction nurses have an opportunity to embed Let’s get real into their nursing identity and their organisational culture. Professional supervision also gives mental health and addiction nurses the opportunity to embed a service-user-centred approach like Let’s get real directly into their daily practice. Through contributing directly to service users’ outcomes, supervision can be a vehicle that brings about positive change.

The successful implementation of these guidelines will require the multi-level leadership of nursing leaders, clinical directors, managers and professional bodies. The guidelines have been developed in a manner that is inclusive of the whole mental health and addiction workforce. They are transferable and can be used by allied health professionals and other parts of the workforce, such as service user leaders. This whole-of-sector approach will also support leaders to apply professional supervision practices throughout organisations, thereby positively contributing to improved outcomes and experiences for service users.

Anna Schofield
Nursing Leadership Manager
Te Pou
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

These guidelines are intended to set a national benchmark for the practice of professional supervision in Aotearoa New Zealand and create greater consistency across organisations in the mental health and addiction sector. They are also a resource to guide the sector in implementing professional supervision and making it sustainable.

Professional supervision is an implied expectation of the legislative and regulatory requirements for nurses working in the mental health and addiction sector. However, all professional bodies and organisations employing nurses in this sector support the implementation of professional supervision. This support is echoed in the literature, with a small but growing evidence base demonstrating the positive impact of professional supervision on quality care and service user outcomes.

There are a number of definitions and models of professional supervision discussed in the literature and these are used interchangeably across all disciplines. For mental health and addiction nurses it may be of greater use to consider the functions of supervision, that is, the administrative, educative and supportive functions of supervision, as these more accurately relate to the many roles nurses in such services hold. Addressing each of these functions in the supervision process will add depth and learning to the process for the supervisees.

The overarching goal and focus of professional supervision is to develop the supervisee’s skills, which in turn improves outcomes for service users. This development is informed by the Nursing Council of New Zealand’s competencies for registered nurses (2007), the Ministry of Health’s workforce development framework (2008), the seven Real Skills of Let’s get real, and the recovery focus of work in the mental health and addiction sector.

There are clear guidelines within the literature about what constitutes best practice in supervision. This includes the values and principles that underpin the supervision process, the agreements or contracts required, the process for setting up supervision, the roles and responsibilities of all parties, the methods and formats for supervision, and evaluation procedures.

The development of these guidelines was informed by the following: a review of the current policies and procedures from district health boards, non-government organisations and primary health organisations; a brief literature review of the development and implementation of supervision guidelines; and interviews with key stakeholders. Those interviewed included representatives from district health boards, non-government organisations and primary health organisations, regulatory and professional bodies, individual nurses currently engaged in receiving and providing supervision, service user leaders, cultural groups and allied health professions.

The guidelines have been presented in four sections: Part One provides a description and definition of supervision; Part Two outlines the mechanics of conducting professional supervision; Part Three describes the roles, responsibilities and relationships between the parties
in professional supervision; and Part Four details the implementation of professional supervision in organisations.

The guidelines provide a framework that is flexible enough for organisations to use to implement and deliver professional supervision in a manner that is relevant to their own context.
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INTRODUCTION

The need for national guidelines for the supervision of mental health and addiction nurses was a recommendation of McKenna, Thom, Howard and Williams (2008) in their review entitled Professional Supervision for Mental Health and Addiction Nurses. This review was commissioned by Te Pou o Te Whakaaro Nui, the National Centre of Mental Health Research, Information and Workforce Development. The aim of the review was to assess support for a national approach to training for professional supervision. These guidelines should be read in conjunction with that review.

McKenna et al., (2008) reviewed the current literature on international best practice for professional supervision for mental health and addiction nurses and allied disciplines. They also surveyed district health boards and non-government organisations about how supervision was provided in their organisations. They concluded that the majority of services and individuals canvassed supported a nationally endorsed approach to supervision and made six recommendations to achieve this. Such standardisation was seen as a way to refine and monitor the practice of professional supervision across district health boards and non-government organisations. The development of national professional supervision guidelines is the first step in this process.

A number of relevant legislative and government documents have identified (or imply) that professional supervision is central to the ongoing support, development and retention of nurses working in the mental health and addiction sector, and to achieve improved outcomes for service users. These include The New Zealand Health Strategy (2000), the National Mental Health Sector Standards (2001), the Health Workforce Advisory Committee Framing Future Directions (2001), the Health Practitioners Competence Assurance Act 2003 and the Mental Health Nursing Framework and its Future: A discussion framework (2006).

The regulatory and professional bodies for mental health and addiction nurses include the Nursing Council of New Zealand, Te Ao Maramatanga New Zealand College of Mental Health Nurses, the Drug and Alcohol Practitioners Association of Aotearoa New Zealand, and Drug and Alcohol Nurses Australasia (DANA). These professional bodies state their support for professional supervision and have an expectation that nurses are supervised.

Emerging trends within mental health and addiction nursing also indicate and support the need for professional supervision. These include the move to community-based care for service users; the increasing number of service users with serious and complex illnesses; the increasing emphasis on managing risk; and the need for individual nurses to maintain their registration. Lynch and Happell (2008a) comment that these trends indicate the skill level of mental health and addiction nurses requires further development and consolidation. Professional supervision is one way that this can be achieved.

The following steps were taken in developing these guidelines.

- A review of the relevant legislative and government documentation.
A brief literature search on developing and implementing guidelines, and on best practice procedures for professional supervision across mental health and addiction nursing and allied health professions.

Interviews with stakeholders across the nursing profession in New Zealand, district health boards, non-government organisations and primary health organisations, allied health professional groups, regulatory and professional bodies, service user leaders and cultural groups. Interviewees were asked about the current professional supervision processes in their organisation, the strengths and barriers to such supervision, and their views regarding the content of the guidelines.

Collation of policies and procedures for professional supervision from district health boards, non-government organisations, primary health organisations and allied health professions.

The guidelines were then developed based on the information obtained across these sources. Feedback was sought from a range of the stakeholders originally consulted. This feedback was then incorporated into the guidelines.

**There are four parts to the guidelines:**

**Part One:** provides a description and definition of professional supervision and discusses the context in which it occurs

**Part Two:** outlines the steps to conducting professional supervision

**Part Three:** describes the roles, responsibilities and relationships within professional supervision

**Part Four:** details how professional supervision can be implemented in organisations.
PART ONE: BACKGROUND

1.1 DESCRIPTION AND DEFINITION OF PROFESSIONAL SUPERVISION

This whakatauki (proverb) is used by a number of commentators to describe and reflect the essence of professional supervision. It clearly describes a collaborative approach, within a supportive relationship, to address issues within a supervisee’s nursing practice and professional role, so that they and the service user benefit and hence “the basket is full” (McKenna et al., 2008).

McKenna et al. (2008) indicate their preference for the Ministry of Health definition of professional supervision:

A formal process that provides professional support to enable practitioners to develop their knowledge and competence, be responsible for their own practice, and promote service users’ health outcomes and safety. (Ministry of Health, 2006, page 22)

McKenna et al. add:

This involves time away from the practice environment to meet with an experienced practitioner of their choice to engage in guided reflection on current ways of practicing. (page 2)

This definition is similar to others in the literature. It is broad, encompassing many aspects of professional supervision, and reflects the nature of the work of mental health and addiction nurses.

As a means of simplifying and understanding what professional supervision is, McKenna et al. (2008) have grouped these aspects of supervision into three functions – administrative, educative and supportive – commenting that these reflect the key functions in the work of nurses in the mental health and addiction sector. This focus on functions promotes a more holistic approach to professional supervision.

The administrative function of professional supervision is defined as focusing on the service requirements of nursing practice, such as professional oversight, competence, accountability and
The educative function of professional supervision is defined as focusing on developing the supervisee’s knowledge, skills and professional understandings. Here the supervisor works with the supervisee to link professional knowledge and education to the specifics of the supervisee’s work with service users. In doing so, the supervisor facilitates the development of effective and innovative practice. It is also a mechanism for developing professional identity.

The supportive function of professional supervision is defined as focusing on supporting and empowering the supervisee in a safe environment to manage the emotional effects of their work.

The discussion in the literature supports the focus on these three functions, noting that all three functions of professional supervision need to be attended to across time. A supervisee, however, may need to focus on one area for a time, depending on their professional development, current circumstances and individual needs (Inskipp & Proctor, 1995; Winstanley & White, 2003.)

Numerous models of professional supervision have emerged in the literature. In Aotearoa New Zealand the models most commonly referred to are the TAPES model and Daphne Hewson’s triangle of twelve areas to be covered in supervision. While all models add understanding to the process of professional supervision, they all focus on different aspects. McKenna et al. (2008) state that it is not possible to recommend one model to suit all organisations and supervisees in the mental health and addiction sector. Instead, they suggest a flexible approach, where organisations and individuals select their own model and approach to suit their context, ensuring that the three functions of professional supervision are covered.

Professional supervision is distinct from other professional and complementary activities occurring in the workplace. Activities such as line management supervision, preceptorship, mentoring, coaching and performance appraisals are similar to professional supervision. In each of these activities there is a focus on developing the individual staff member, ensuring good outcomes for service users and developing the service. However, there are differences in terms of purpose and function, and the nature of the interaction and relationship between the parties, for each of these activities (Roche, Todd & O’Conner, 2007).

In management supervision or line management supervision the manager is responsible for all staff in a unit or team, including monitoring their performance to meet organisational goals, and determines the agenda for the relationship. It is a hierarchical reporting process, concerned with the evaluation and appraisal of a practitioner’s performance (Northcott, 2000; Roche et al., 2007).

Preceptorship is an educative role specifically for newly qualified and newly appointed staff. The agenda is created by the staff member. However, the preceptor is likely to be appointed to their role and the duration of the relationship is time limited.

Mentorship or coaching is a method of working with a person to help them achieve a goal or develop a specific skill or skills. It is focused on the future and on building strengths.
**Performance appraisal** is a method of evaluating the job performance of an employee. There is a joint responsibility between the line manager and employee to evaluate the employee’s current performance and set goals for his or her future (Northcott, 2000).

Professional supervision in contrast to the above practices provides an individual with explicit and focused opportunities to consider and reflect on their practice in terms of themselves at work. This occurs in the context of a sustained, confidential relationship and aims to develop an effective practitioner (Ask & Roche, 2005).

Professional supervision’s overarching goal is to develop the supervisee’s professional competency. The Nursing Council of New Zealand’s competencies (2007), the Ministry of Health’s workforce development framework (2008), the seven Real Skills of *Let’s get real* will inform and guide the development of these competencies.

### 1.1.2 CULTURAL SUPERVISION

Cultural competence encompasses ethnic, gender, religious, sexual identity, disability and age diversity. Competence in this area is critical in providing culturally safe and effective mental health and addiction nursing, and therefore improving outcomes for service users (Ministry of Health, 2006).

Professional supervision is one way that cultural competence can be developed for all nurses working in this sector. Both bicultural and cultural supervision are part of this process. Not only do all nurses need to consider their own cultural values and principles, they need to reflect on and understand the diversity within their service user population and consider the interaction of these two aspects within the relationship (Howard, Burns & Waitoki, 2007).

Cultural competence should be addressed within professional supervision. The supervisee needs to develop an appreciation of cultural diversity in New Zealand, an understanding of his or her own culture, and the impact that they may have on others.

To do this, supervisees need to address and reflect on questions such as, “What are my own cultural values and practices? How have these developed? What have been critical influences on the development of these values? How might these values and practices influence my work with service users? What biases and prejudices might I hold? How might service users perceive these values, biases and prejudices?”

The supervisee then needs to develop an awareness and knowledge of other cultural groups in Aotearoa New Zealand (Howard *et al.*, 2007). This may require them to seek cultural advice and develop links with relevant community groups. In professional sessions they will need to reflect on the interaction between their own culture and that of the service user as this will assist with understanding and developing engagement. Reflecting on such questions as, “What did the service user understand? Did I really listen and understand their perspective? What was I thinking while the service user was talking? What do I think they have understood? Was I aware of the non-verbal cues in the discussion? Did I reflect back to the service user my
understanding?” will aid engagement and understanding. The supervisee can then reflect on whether they are the most appropriate person to work with the service user.

As Howard et al., (2007) note, the interplay between all three parties in the supervision relationship further complicates the development of cultural understandings. It is possible for the supervisor, supervisee and service user to be of different cultures. A consideration of what stereotypes each person might bring to the respective relationships are essential, as is an understanding of differing styles of communication. It is the supervisor’s responsibility to explore this complexity, challenging the supervisee’s understandings where appropriate. However, as is noted by commentators in this area, the development of cultural competence is a journey that evolves over time and with experience. Supervisors will need to be aware of where the supervisee is on this journey and work carefully to ensure their development.

More specifically, bicultural supervision is an important part of professional supervision. Supervisees will need to explore why it is important to understand biculturalism in Aotearoa New Zealand and how it relates to practice in the mental health and addiction sector. Developing an understanding of the historical cultural context of Maori, the loss of their language, land alienation and the impact this may have on service users today, will potentially improve engagement. Professional supervision sessions are not the only place this learning will occur. However, this is the place for the supervisee to specifically link cultural knowledge and understanding to their work with the service user.

Of concern is the recognition that, in general, insufficient time and opportunity is allowed for these discussions within the professional supervision process. It is the supervisor’s responsibility to ensure that discussions focusing on cultural competence do occur.

A specific form of cultural supervision is kaupapa Maori supervision. Eruera (2005) defines this form of supervision in social work as “an agreed supervision relationship by Maori for Maori with the purpose of enabling the supervisee to achieve safe and accountable professional practice, cultural development and self care according to the philosophy, principles and practices from a Maori worldview” (page 144). McKenna et al. (2008) note in their review that it is “imperative” that Maori nurses are “supported, nurtured and encouraged to continue to develop and integrate their clinical and cultural skill” (page 9). This form of supervision walks side by side with professional supervision and is likely to be provided by a Maori nurse, kaumatua or kuia who understands the Maori dimensions of well-being.

However, one cannot assume that all Maori nurses will want to participate in this form of supervision. Their engagement may be dependent on their individual connection to their cultural background and their values. As with all professional supervision, the supervisor must be aware of the supervisee’s current development and move gently to further this. It is likely that a supervisee will require professional supervision from different sources at different times in their career, and it is the line manager’s responsibility to ensure that this resource is provided. McKenna et al. (2008) and Howard et al. (2007) report useful models for Maori nurses that may guide this process and integrate their cultural and clinical knowledge. Cultural supervision is likely to assist in developing a skilled Maori mental health and addiction workforce.
In a similar manner, Pasifika nurses would benefit from working with a supervisor of their own culture to address the relationship between their clinical and cultural lives. Again, it is the responsibility of the line manager to provide the resources for cultural supervision. The specifics of how this supervision process will work will be dependent on the organisation, the numbers of Pasifika nurses and the make-up of the Pasifika population they serve. Careful consultation to ensure the process is appropriate will be important.

“Supervision can create a space for a clinician to walk in two worlds”
- Monique Faleafa, 2008

The effectiveness of professional supervision for Pasifika nurses will depend on an awareness of the impact of hierarchical relationships on the supervisee, the need for time to build relationships, the impact of family, cultural, community and professional responsibilities, and the sometimes informal nature of the contact involving food and humour. These elements should inform how professional supervision for Pasifika nurses develops (personal communication Monique Faleafa, November 2008). Mafile’o and Su’a-Hawkins (2005) present a model for the supervision of Pasifika practitioners working in non-Pasifika settings. Other nurses from non-dominant cultures may benefit from the same model.

In addition, and more specifically, cultural advice or consultation involves seeking advice and support from a knowledgeable cultural expert. This may occur when a practitioner is working with a service user who is of a culture different to themselves or when the service user is of the same culture. It is a process to assist in case management decisions, to facilitate access to the families of service users and to seek advice about specific cultural practices. The process is similar to that of professional supervision, where the supervisee may have an ongoing relationship with this expert.

1.2 BENEFITS OF PROFESSIONAL SUPERVISION

As already noted, the body of empirical evidence regarding the benefits of professional supervision is small but developing. However, expert opinion and experience indicates its value for supervisees, service users and organisations.

Anecdotal and qualitative evidence supports the value of professional supervision for nurses. Specifically nurses report increased confidence in their ability to work with service users (Roche et al., 2007). Also noted is an increase in retention, staff morale and satisfaction, and a decrease in staff turnover and absenteeism as a result of supervision (Winstanley & White, 2003; Kavanagh, Spence, Wilson, & Crow, 2002).

There is also growing evidence to support the effectiveness of professional supervision for service users (Mullarkey, Keeley & Playle, 2001). A range of outcomes are investigated and discussed in the literature. For example, Roche et al. (2007) cited a study by Bland and Rossen (2005), which found that ongoing “clinical supervision” (as it was called in the study) improved the quality of
service user care and the management of challenging service user behaviours. They commented further that overall there was increased teamwork effectiveness. The study concluded that professional supervision facilitated a more therapeutic environment, promoted effective treatment and reduced re-admissions. Milne, Pilkington, Gracie and James (2003) demonstrated that there was some generalisation of skills from professional supervision to therapy when working with trainee cognitive behaviour therapists. Wheeler and Richards (2007) in their review of professional supervision of counsellors and psychotherapists concluded that there were positive impacts on such areas as skill development, self-awareness and self-efficacy.

Rice et al (2007) claim that the benefits of professional supervision for organisations include an assurance that employees are adhering to their respective codes of ethics, maintaining their requirements for competence, and providing appropriate and effective treatment for service users. These authors further suggest that the benefits to an organisation include accountability to the public, as good standards are being met.

1.3 ETHICAL VALUES OF PROFESSIONAL SUPERVISION

In accordance with the literature and the codes of conduct and ethical practice of health professionals in Aotearoa New Zealand, the following ethical values are suggested for the practice of professional supervision. The process that will be used to implement each of these values should be outlined in the professional supervision contract or agreement.

Treaty of Waitangi – both the professional supervision relationship, and the relationship between the service user and supervisee, should reflect the treaty’s principles of partnership, protection and participation.

Confidentiality – is critical to the success of professional supervision. All parties (supervisor, supervisee, professional leader, all levels of management, and service users) must understand that the content of professional supervision sessions is confidential, to ensure that the supervisee is open in his or her discussion.

Integrity of relationships – the relationship between the supervisor and supervisee must reflect the core values of respect, honesty, trust and compassion. This means that issues of power imbalance should be specifically addressed, as should any dual relationship. The service user is the silent party in the professional supervision relationship and as such must also be accorded the same respect, honesty, trust and compassion.

Competence – both the supervisor and supervisee must demonstrate competence within the supervisory process. While a supervisor’s competence is not clearly spelt out in the literature, they must keep up to date with the theoretical, research and professional developments within their field, and in professional supervision itself. It is expected that they will demonstrate the
ability to engage with a supervisee and practice appropriate interpersonal skills to facilitate the supervision process. Competence for a supervisee relates to their work with a service user and will be informed by the Nursing Council of New Zealand’s competencies (2007) and Let’s get real (Ministry of Health, 2008).

“Supervision acts like a bridge between what you are currently doing and what you have the capacity to do”

- Ask & Roche, 2005
PART TWO: KEY ELEMENTS OF PROFESSIONAL SUPERVISION

This section clarifies the practice of professional supervision by looking in more depth at its key elements. The principles that underpin the practice of supervision, the roles and responsibilities of the parties involved, and the relationships between them, and the possible structures and processes will be outlined.

2.1 GUIDING PRINCIPLES UNDERPINNING PROFESSIONAL SUPERVISION

The practice of professional supervision should be guided by and encourage the following principles.

Supported by management – a culture of professional supervision is developed and fostered within the organisation. Resources are provided to implement and sustain the process for mental health and addiction nurses.

Culturally competent – professional supervision is conducted in a manner that reflects cultural competence and allows the supervisee to explore culture in its broadest form, from their own perspective and that of the service user.

Participation by all mental health and addiction nurses – professional supervision is appropriate regardless of a supervisee’s level of experience, their professional background or organisational role. It is as important for a beginning nurse, as it is for an advanced practitioner and a nurse with managerial responsibilities.

Regular and sustained – a regular time is set aside for the supervisee to review their practice and roles. The frequency may increase depending on the supervisee’s stage of development, current stress, level of experience or experience in their current work area.

Has clear purpose – the three functions of professional supervision (administrative, educative and supportive) are specifically addressed, both within and across sessions, as appropriate and as needed, and the supervisor ensures that this occurs.

Is accountable – the practice of professional supervision is accountable to service users, professional bodies and the organisation employing the supervisee. This means that the roles of all parties are explicitly identified, as are the boundaries of these roles and the ethical principles that guide the supervision.

Involves multiple parties – the parties involved in professional supervision include the supervisee, the supervisor, the organisation and the service user. Each brings a particular focus to the relationship and has a defined role.
Is flexible – the professional supervision process is sufficiently flexible to ensure that it meets the needs of the supervisee, regardless of the stage they are at in their development. For example, the professional supervision requirements of a highly experienced nurse are likely to be different from those of a nurse beginning in a mental health or addiction service. The requirements of a Pasifika nurse may be different from those of a Chinese nurse. This may mean that a supervisee has more than one supervisor at different stages of their careers, and may seek professional supervision outside their discipline.

Developmental process – the supervisory process takes into account the developmental stage of the supervisee. Supervisees and supervisors work to assess where the supervisee is on the continuum from novice to expert, and where further development is required across a range of competencies.

Principles of adult learning – are central to the supervisory process. These include an understanding of the adult learning process (such as that encapsulated by the Kolb experiential learning cycle (1984)) and of people’s different learning styles (such as those identified by Honey and Mumford (2008)). Professional supervision provides an opportunity for the supervisee to learn through linking theoretical knowledge and professional practice. This learning occurs in a context that guides, enables and facilitates the supervisee’s learning. The context is strength-based, with a focus on finding solutions to problems.

Challenge and affirmation – the professional supervision process maintains an explicit, but delicate, balance between challenge and support or affirmation. Both are essential to further the supervisee’s learning, and to help them gain new perspectives on their professional experience.

2.2 THE MECHANICS OF PROFESSIONAL SUPERVISION

There are commonly agreed structures and processes for practising professional supervision. Resources for setting up professional supervision are readily available, but need to be tailored to meet the needs of individual organisations and their staff (Carroll & Gilbert, 2005; Scaife, 2001). The process and time taken to set up a professional supervision relationship is important in determining its success.

2.2.1 CHOICE OF SUPERVISOR

While having a choice over who is to be one’s supervisor contributes to how successful the process will be, this is an ideal situation and may not be possible in all circumstances. Where it is not possible, care must be taken in setting up the process to ensure the safety of the supervisee and that an effective working alliance is formed.

Using a line manager to provide professional supervision for a nurse should only be considered as a last resort (Roche et al., 2007). Where there is no other option, clear boundaries will be needed to ensure appropriate separation of the two roles, as will a high degree of trust and mutual respect between the two parties. Having access to additional forms of professional
supervision (for example group supervision), will also help to provide an effective process in this situation.

2.2.2 MATCHING PROCESS

A matching process between supervisee and supervisor assists with developing an effective working alliance. However, such a process assumes the supervisee may choose from a number of supervisors, which is not always the case. While a matching process may not be possible in all organisations, an attempt should always be made to consider the best fit for a supervisee.

To assess the best fit, a supervisee will need to consider what they want from a supervisor and what their needs are for professional supervision. Other information will include the professional qualifications and experience, gender and culture (including ethnicity) of the supervisor, as well as their interests and personal style. It is preferable that the matching process is a collaborative process between the professional leader or line manager and supervisee. To achieve this, a database of available supervisors may need to be developed.

2.2.3 PRE-SUPERVISION MEETINGS

A meeting between the supervisee and their potential supervisor is recommended, to explore and discuss their respective backgrounds and experience, learning styles, previous experience of supervision and the supervisee’s developmental goals. The limits, boundaries and ethics of professional supervision, from each of their perspectives, should also be discussed. Cultural similarities, and differences, between the supervisee, their service user population and the supervisor will be discussed at this point, and processes to accommodate them identified. Making sure that this process occurs will ensure that an effective and strong alliance develops between the supervisor and supervisee, and will allow each party to make an informed choice.

2.2.4 CONTRACTS AND AGREEMENTS

Putting in place a professional supervision agreement or contract is considered best practice in professional supervision (McKenna et al., 2008). Although not legally binding, contracts and agreements provide for informed consent by the supervisor, supervisee and the organisation.

While the content of contracts and agreements may vary across organisations, they are likely to have similar content. Individualising contracts and agreements to suit the individual supervisee sets the scene for a well-facilitated process. The contract or agreement then reflects the supervisee’s needs, goals and development within the context of professional supervision. Howard et al. (2007) stressed the importance of a negotiated approach to contracts and agreements, in order to build trust and rapport, and establish a strong alliance between the supervisor and supervisee.

The professional supervision contract or agreement is also an agreement between the supervisee, the supervisor and the organisation, and as such should reflect the organisation’s service goals. The contract will detail the supervisor’s accountability to the organisation, and provide an outline of the required reporting (Roche et al., 2007).
The contract or agreement should specifically identify processes for managing situations, such as where concerns arise about the performance or competence of the supervisor or supervisee. This process must be clear for all parties.

2.2.5 ASSESSMENT OF STRENGTHS AND NEEDS

A more focused assessment of the supervisee’s strengths and needs should occur after the contract or agreement has been completed. This will involve the supervisee reflecting on their current skills and knowledge, and considering what further development they require. This assessment will also inform decisions about any additional professional development needed by the supervisee, for example further training or cultural supervision.

*Let’s get real’s* seven real skills (Ministry of Health, 2008) and the Nursing Council of New Zealand’s competencies (2007) can be used as framework to inform this assessment. It is important to review the supervisee’s strengths and needs at regular intervals in the supervisory process, resetting goals as appropriate.

2.2.6 PROFESSIONAL SUPERVISION MEETINGS

Professional supervision meetings should be scheduled regularly and held in a private uninterrupted setting. While the literature identifies a minimum of 1 to 1.5 hours per month as appropriate (Edwards, Cooper, Burnnard, Hannington, Adams & Fothergill, 2005), the frequency should be determined by the professional needs and stage of development of the supervisee. This means that professional supervision may occur more frequently under some circumstances.

The structure of professional supervision meetings will vary depending on the supervisee’s experience and requirements, their learning and interpersonal style, and their cultural values. Novice practitioners, or those with a limited experience, are likely to require greater structure and a higher degree of modelling and perhaps direction. For more experienced workers, professional supervision is likely to require less structure, with more scope for discussion and identification of relevant issues.

2.2.7 RECORD KEEPING

Appropriate record keeping is both a professional and ethical requirement in the practice of professional supervision. Each organisation will have their own record keeping procedures and these will be detailed in the contract. Professional supervision meeting notes are confidential and belong to the supervisee. Both the supervisee and supervisor are likely to keep notes, however, any actions agreed too will need to match. As a minimum, notes should contain the dates and times that supervision occurs, the agenda set for the meeting, a record of agreed actions, and any ethical or professional issues of concern. Some organisations and teams may require that a note is made on the service user’s file if a matter is taken to professional supervision.
2.2.8 FORMATS OF PROFESSIONAL SUPERVISION

The various formats of professional supervision discussed in the literature and practised in organisations, include one-to-one individual sessions, group supervision, peer supervision, sessions with internal or external supervisors, and sessions using technology. Each format has its own advantages and disadvantages, and it is possible that participating in a number of professional supervision formats may benefit both supervisees and organisations. Having access to a variety of supervision formats is likely to increase competence and confidence for supervisees, which in turn will impact on service user’s outcomes (Roche et al., 2007). Preference for one or other of the formats is likely to vary according to a supervisee’s work role, experiences, cultural background and values, and the location of their service.

One-to-one individual professional supervision is the most commonly used format of professional supervision and is considered by many to be the most useful and effective. Its strengths include the development of an effective trusting relationship, greater disclosure as the relationship develops, and the focus of each session being on the individual supervisee. The weaknesses of this method relate to resource issues – having sufficient numbers of trained and capable supervisors, cost (financial and time) and the total reliance on candid self-disclosure by the supervisee. This latter point can be minimised by including direct (sitting in on an interview with a service user) and indirect observation (audio or video) of the supervisee’s work.

Group professional supervision may be supervisor led, or a cooperative or peer group process (McKenna et al., 2008). Groups of between four to six supervisees are considered to be of greatest value. The advantages of group professional supervision include that it is seen to be cost-effective, less threatening for some supervisees, can contribute to building team relationships, and perhaps most importantly, provides opportunities to draw on the skills and knowledge of other group members. Some researchers suggest that groups increase motivation to learn, perceptions of self-efficacy and the exchange of new knowledge (Hillebrand, 1989 as cited in Howard et al., 2007).

Disadvantages of the group format (either peer or supervisor led) include the difficulty staying on task, with some participants missing out unless time is managed carefully, a tendency towards being too supportive, less challenges and difficulties arising from different communication styles. This can intensify when the group is led by a line manager. Understanding the dynamics of the group, as well as establishing clear roles, expectations and a process for managing time effectively and fairly, can minimise these difficulties.

Peer professional supervision is a non-hierarchal process and involves two peers taking the role of both the supervisee and supervisor in any one session. It is a model that is seen to be effective for more experienced practitioners only. As with other formats, the setting up, the contracting, the understanding of each person’s context and the evaluation of professional supervision lead to success. The advantages of this format include the development of a safe and trusting relationship between the peers. The disadvantages are that this relationship can become social in nature and as a consequence less learning takes place.
Internal versus external professional supervision has been debated widely in the literature and in practice.

Internal professional supervision is when a supervisee is supervised by a supervisor who is part of their team. The advantages of this format are that the context of the supervisee is well understood by the supervisor and service issues are more readily dealt with. The disadvantages relate to the multiple roles possible in such a situation.

External professional supervision is when the supervisee is supervised by a supervisor who is not part of their work team. The supervisor may be working in another part of the organisation or outside of the organisation. Practitioners who prefer external professional supervision comment that there is greater safety in this form of supervision allowing for greater disclosure by the supervisee. Disadvantages include the potential cost of such arrangements and the supervisor’s lack of knowledge of the supervisee’s work environment and organisation. A further difficulty can be when concerns about a supervisee’s performance or a service user arise. An external supervisor may not be aware of all the details or the organisation’s processes in such a situation, or may find it difficult to approach the relevant people in the organisation.

Technology and cross-discipline professional supervision are two further formats for delivering professional supervision that need to be considered. Technology may be used to solve problems associated with accessing professional supervision. For example, email, video conferencing, Skype, chat rooms and telephones are all possible in an already established professional supervision relationship. Cross-disciplinary professional supervision is an option that may be useful for experienced practitioners and when further specialist knowledge is required. Such a practice supports the multidisciplinary approach taken by many mental health and addiction services.

2.2.9 CONTENT OF PROFESSIONAL SUPERVISION SESSIONS

The intention of professional supervision is to create situations where the supervisee is able to discuss and reflect on a broad range of issues directly related to their practice. Therefore topics will include those from each of the three functions (administrative, educative and supportive); the development of the seven Real Skills as outlined in Let’s get real (Ministry of Health, 2008); specific issues with nursing practice; or aspects of a service user’s assessment or treatment. While the supervisee may bring a specific issue to professional supervision, it is the supervisor’s responsibility to relate these to the overarching topic of the supervisee’s development and goals. While therapy for personal issues is not part of the professional supervision process, personal issues may be discussed in as much as they impact on the supervisee’s work. If needed, a supervisor may suggest to a supervisee that they seek professional help.

Professional supervision sessions are also likely to use a number of processes to assist the supervisee’s learning. These may include discussing cases, reviewing files and reports, reviewing audio or DVD recordings of interactions with service users, and direct observation (with the written consent of the service user). Learning strategies will include modelling, skill rehearsal and role play within the professional supervision session.
2.2.10 EVALUATION OF PROFESSIONAL SUPERVISION

Evaluating the professional supervision process and relationship is essential to ensuring that best practice processes are followed and that the process is effective and meeting the needs of the supervisee. Evaluation needs to occur both formally and informally.

Informally the supervisor should seek feedback from the supervisee at regular intervals about what is working and what isn’t within the process and relationship.

More formally, the professional supervision process needs to be evaluated by all parties concerned. An early review (after three months) of a new professional supervision relationship should be scheduled, so that both parties have the opportunity to decide whether to continue. An annual evaluation of the professional supervision process will include a review of the relationship between the supervisor and supervisee, whether the goals outlined in the professional supervision contract or agreement have been met, and the impact on the supervisee’s work with service user. This evaluation may be by way of a feedback session between the supervisee and supervisor, an anonymous questionnaire, or by way of the more formal professional supervision evaluation processes such as suggested by McKenna et al. (2007). They note that the Manchester Supervision Scale is the only internationally validated research instrument currently available to measure the effectiveness of professional supervision.

Hancox, Lynch, Happell and Biando (2004) suggest some innovative and creative ways of evaluating professional supervision, which an organisation may consider. These include recording the frequency of positive feedback, incidents and complaints, the uptake of professional development activities and the type of activity attended, measures of the stress and confidence of the supervisee, and the awareness of and management of risk.

“Supervision personally supports my thinking and enlarges my thinking”

- Interviewee
PART THREE: ROLES, RESPONSIBILITIES AND RELATIONSHIPS IN PROFESSIONAL SUPERVISION

There are at least four parties to the professional supervision relationship – the manager representing the organisation, the supervisor (which includes the cultural supervisor or expert), the supervisee and the service user. Each has different roles and responsibilities within professional supervision and all must work in partnership with each other if professional supervision is to be effective.

3.1 ORGANISATION

There is a strong expectation in Aotearoa New Zealand that nurses in the mental health and addiction sector will be supervised. To be effective, the process needs to be organised and explicitly supported by management, and all mental health and addiction nurses must participate fully. It is the organisation’s responsibility to establish the policies and procedures to support professional supervision, and consideration should be given to making professional supervision a requirement of nursing practice and hence mandatory. Organisational policies and procedures set out the purpose, process, expectations, limitations, roles and responsibilities of each party.

3.2 PROFESSIONAL LEADERS AND LINE MANAGERS

It is the professional leader’s and line manager’s (or equivalent) responsibility to ensure they understand the principles and processes of professional supervision. Both may need to attend professional supervision training.

3.2.1 RESPONSIBILITY TO THE ORGANISATION

The professional leader or line manager is responsible for ensuring that professional supervision occurs, and that resources are available to facilitate the process. As part of this responsibility, they will ensure that professional and legal requirements for professional supervision of their staff are met and that professional supervision is included as an expectation and requirement in job descriptions and employment contracts.

The professional leader or line manager will contribute to the professional supervision strategy, working to raise awareness and challenging negative perceptions of professional supervision. They will participate in developing policies and procedures, and in developing monitoring procedures to ensure compliance to these procedures. These procedures may cover such things as attendance at professional supervision, frequency, costs and resources.
Professional leaders or line managers will also establish procedures for evaluating professional supervision across their teams.

3.2.2 RESPONSIBILITY TO ALL SUPERVISORS AND SUPERVISEES

The professional leader or line manager will ensure that all staff take part in an introduction to professional supervision course as part of their induction. They will also make sure that staff are aware of their organisation’s policy and procedures with respect to professional supervision, will support staff to understand the expectations of professional supervision, and encourage them to attend. To facilitate professional supervision, leaders and line managers will need to address and resolve barriers that stand in staff members’ way.

3.2.3 RESPONSIBILITY TO SUPERVISORS

The professional leader or line manager will establish criteria for recruiting and selecting supervisors, making these clear to all staff. Criteria are likely to include training, qualifications and experience in supervision, interpersonal qualities, cultural background and experience, as well experience in mental health or addiction nursing.

Professional leaders and line managers will actively seek internal supervisors, and will facilitate any external supervision agreed to. All external supervisors will need to understand the organisation’s context, including its philosophy, mission, policies and procedures, referral process, how it and the supervisee’s team functions, and any professional supervision reporting procedures. They also need to be informed of any changes to procedures within the team.

To facilitate the process, it will be helpful for the professional leader or line manager to meet the internal and external supervisors as a group, to discuss the values that guide the practice of professional supervision and, in particular, the process and limits for confidentiality and reporting procedures. It is here that supervision’s overarching goal – of developing competencies specific to the mental health and addiction sector – can be emphasised. Reference to the seven Real skills of Let’s get real (Ministry of Health, 2008) will help supervisors understand this goal.

3.2.4 RESPONSIBILITY TO SUPERVISEES

Where possible, supervisees should be provided with a choice in selecting their supervisor, and the process and the rationale for this choice needs to be made clear to all parties. Professional leaders and line managers must also enable each supervisee to access cultural supervision if required.

The professional leader or line manager should participate in at least one meeting with the supervisor and supervisee during the early set-up phase of professional supervision, and should ensure that each supervisee’s supervision is reviewed annually, possibly as part of their performance appraisal process. The latter can be facilitated by having the supervisor report to, or attend, the appraisal meeting.
3.3 SUPERVISORS

Supervisors have a responsibility to, and a relationship with, the organisation, as represented by the manager, the profession and the supervisee.

Supervisors are responsible for participating fully in professional supervision and working to achieve an effective alliance with their supervisee. As senior practitioners, they are also responsible for advocating for professional supervision when it is not established in an organisation. To do this, they will need to approach the professional leader, and work with them and management to find a solution.

3.3.1 SUPERVISOR’S RESPONSIBILITIES

Supervisors will hold as an overarching goal the development of the supervisee’s professional and ethical practice and competencies. This requires an understanding of the Nursing Council of New Zealand’s competencies for nurses (2007) and the seven Real Skills of Let’s get real (Ministry of Health, 2008). Supervisors’ responsibility is to set an example, by undertaking their own supervision with respect to their work with supervisees and by participating in professional supervision training to develop their own competencies.

3.3.2 RESPONSIBILITY TO SUPERVISEE

The supervisor will be open and willing to share his or her own experience and skills with the supervisee. Supervisors are responsible for facilitating an appropriate and safe environment for professional supervision to occur, taking into account the individual style and communication patterns of the supervisee.

3.3.3 PRE-SUPERVISION MEETINGS

For effective professional supervision, supervisors will need to understand the context of the supervision, including the philosophy of the supervisee’s organisation, its policies and procedures, referral processes and team functioning, as well as the professional requirements of the supervisee and any reporting requirements. Supervisors should meet with potential supervisees for at least two sessions, before professional supervision begins, to gain this understanding. Such meetings are the basis for a strong working alliance.

To further facilitate professional supervision, and clarify each party’s roles and expectations, supervisors should participate in a three-way meeting between themselves, the supervisee and the agency or organisation (as represented by the professional leader or line manager) early on in the process of setting up the professional supervision arrangement. Such a meeting is particularly important if the supervisor is external to the organisation.

Supervisors are responsible for completing the organisation’s requirements for supervision, such as the professional supervision contract, in consultation with the supervisee. This will be part of
the initial sessions with a supervisee. Initial sessions should also be used for setting goals for professional supervision, which may include a focus on specific skills and knowledge (such as the seven Real Skills or the nursing council’s competencies) or on learning theories or assessment or intervention procedures.

Supervisors are also responsible for initiating (in the initial sessions) a discussion about the possible ethical limitations or issues that may arise in supervision. This will include, but is not limited to, the possible dual relationships that may occur, potential issues arising from differences in power and diversity, confidentiality of sessions and boundaries within the relationship. Supervisors will monitor these issues throughout the supervision and ensure that the supervisee has opportunities to discuss them openly.

3.3.4 PROFESSIONAL SUPERVISION MEETINGS

While professional supervision sessions should be supervisee led, it is the supervisor’s responsibility to provide some structure to the process and ensure that the discussion covers each of the three functions – administrative, educative and supportive.

It is also the supervisor’s responsibility to practise supervision skills that support active learning. For example, in most situations using reflective and questioning processes is more effective than direct advice giving. A supervisee’s development will also be facilitated by providing appropriate constructive feedback. Feedback should take into account the supervisee’s learning needs and their response to such feedback. In conjunction with the feedback, the supervisor should provide appropriate and careful challenges to the supervisee’s practice, to help them develop a sound ethical and professional practice.

Supervisors will need to prepare for professional supervision by reviewing the previous sessions’ notes and progress on the goals set for professional supervision, and identifying possible agenda items.

Supervisors must discuss any issues of a serious ethical nature, firstly with the supervisee and then the professional leader or line manager, if needed. The process for doing so should be clearly identified in the professional supervision agreement or contract.

Supervisors are responsible seeking feedback from the supervisee on the professional supervision process, and on their role specifically. If this occurs regularly, it will also inform the professional supervision process.

3.4 SUPERVISEES

The supervisee’s responsibility is to participate fully in professional supervision, working to achieve an effective alliance with their supervisor.
3.4.1 SUPERVISEE’S RESPONSIBILITIES

Supervisees will initiate and seek professional supervision, in accordance to their organisation’s requirements, and then participate fully. They will need to consider their professional supervision needs, including their individual cultural supervision requirements, then work collaboratively with their leaders and managers to have these met. Where professional supervision is not established in an organisation, it is a supervisee’s responsibility to work collaboratively with senior staff to advocate for such supervision.

3.4.2 RESPONSIBILITY TO SUPERVISOR

The supervisee is responsible for participating in professional supervision in an open manner, reporting on their work honestly.

3.4.3 PRE-SUPERVISION MEETINGS

Supervisees must participate in the initial supervision set-up process, by engaging in an open conversation with their supervisor about their work experience and background, specific developmental issues, strengths and areas of development, cultural supervision needs, professional goals and aspirations.

During this process, supervisees should review their developmental needs, using the competencies identified in *Let’s get real* (Ministry of Health, 2008) and by the Nursing Council of New Zealand (2007) as a guide. Other considerations to be covered in pre-supervision meetings include reviewing their cultural competence in relation to their own development and the population they work with, and discussing potential ethical issues and dilemmas (such as the limitations of confidentiality within professional supervision, the potential for dual relationships, and the possible impact of the power imbalance within the supervisory relationship).

Supervisees should discuss and complete the professional supervision contract or agreement, as required by their organisation.

3.4.4 PROFESSIONAL SUPERVISION SESSIONS

Supervisees will prepare for professional supervision and, where necessary, will provide their supervisor with information prior to the session. Preparing for professional supervision meetings adds to their effectiveness. Supervisees should review the previous month’s work, asking themselves such questions as “Have there been any ethical issues?, What has been concerning me regarding projects, service user work or staff issues?, What progress have I made on my goals?, What have I done to implement action points from the previous supervision meeting?”. Supervisees should ensure that any actions agreed upon in professional supervision are carried out.

Should any difficulties or concerns arise with professional supervision, the supervisee should discuss these with the supervisor in the first instance. If the matter remains unresolved, it is the supervisee’s responsibility to take it up with their line manager, professional leader or
professional body. Any further concerns may then channelled through the appropriate complaint procedures for the supervisee’s organisation or professional body. Given the possible power imbalance in the supervisory relationship, clear procedures for managing this situation need to be included in the agreement or contract.

Supervisees will participate in evaluating their professional supervision. Evaluation needs to occur annually, and should be by way of a review meeting with the supervisor. It should also form part of the supervisee’s annual performance appraisal and be included in any other organisational evaluation, as required. Informal evaluation should occur more frequently, with the supervisee discussing what is working and possible improvements to the supervision process at regular intervals.

3.5 SERVICE USER GROUPS

It is important that it is made clear to service users that all mental health and addiction nurses are expected to be supervised and the purpose of this supervision. How this is done depends on organisational policy, the nature of the service offered and the service user population.

As a minimum, all service descriptions (such as brochures, pamphlets, and posters) should describe the professional supervision process, as part of the framework for providing effective and efficient services to service users. It is possible that for some service users, in some services, the professional supervision arrangements of their practitioner will be explained during initial contact or at the initial assessment phase.

McKenna et al. (2008) suggest that consideration must be given to including service users in improving professional supervision. They suggest that the expertise and experience of service users may enrich the professional supervision process, by making the service user’s perspective more explicit. For example, services could consider including service user employees (such as consumer advisors or peer support specialists working in multidisciplinary teams) in group supervision. Service users who are trained in professional supervision may also be useful for cross-discipline supervision, where it is identified that their perspective is needed.
Implementing best practice in professional supervision within organisations, and ensuring that it remains sustainable over the long term, are priorities. Strategies to ensure this happens include gaining active support for supervision from both senior management and clinical leadership, and developing a specific professional supervision strategy. It is the responsibility of all parties within an organisation to initiate and seek professional supervision.

4.1 ACTIVE SUPPORT

Senior management and clinical leadership should sponsor professional supervision as a key strategy for workforce development and take every opportunity to actively champion and model the process. Creative ways to use limited resources will need to be considered to achieve this, and is likely to include sharing supervision resources across organisations.

4.2 THE DEVELOPMENT OF A PROFESSIONAL SUPERVISION STRATEGY

A group of stakeholders (representing every level of the organisation and including service user advocates and cultural groups) should be appointed and tasked with developing a professional supervision strategy. The strategy will focus on embedding professional supervision into the culture of the organisation. In addition to developing the strategy, the stakeholder group will contribute to its coordination and evaluation, and to developing any subsequent policies and procedures (McKenna et al., 2008).

Developing a professional supervision strategy will involve the following.

Conduct an audit or snapshot of current supervision processes and opinion to inform the strategy. This snapshot will include data such as the actual number of staff currently attending professional supervision, the frequency of attendance, the professional supervision models used, an evaluation of the process and the effectiveness of professional supervision, and an assessment of the dynamics within the organisation that support and resist professional supervision (Lynch & Happell, 2008b).

The audit will also identify the barriers to supervision, specific to the organisation, then address these in a practical manner. Barriers may include such things as the availability and quality of supervisors, irregular professional supervision with no formal contracts, financial constraints, negative supervisor behaviours, a lack of understanding of the purpose of professional
supervision by supervisors, supervisees and managers, a lack of priority for professional supervision, location of supervision sessions, and the lack of replacement cover to enable staff to attend them (Lynch & Happell, 2008c).

The audit should also identify the cultural needs of the supervisors and supervisees within professional supervision and suggest practical strategies to develop and maintain the cultural competence and safety of staff from non-dominant cultures in the workplace.

**Develop specific communications and awareness training** to build understanding about professional supervision across all levels in the organisation. This will include information about what professional supervision is and isn’t, explanations about confidentiality and its limitations, an explanation of the benefits of professional supervision and a description of the process (Rice et al., 2007).

**Identify the resources required** to facilitate the professional supervision process. Some creativity and joint collaboration across teams and organisations may be central here. As Roche et al. (2007) suggests, reciprocal arrangements between agencies and tertiary institutions will assist with managing resources. Access to libraries and journals, and the provision of scholarships for training will provide additional support, as will commissioning and supporting further research into professional supervision for mental health and addiction nurses in the Aotearoa New Zealand context.

**Develop a cultural supervision plan** to ensure that supervisees’ cultural needs are met. Developing this plan will require careful consultation and assessment of staff’s cultural needs, in the broadest sense. The plan will set out how cultural supervision will be provided safely for all those concerned. It will also include processes for outsourcing, recruiting and training sufficient Maori and Pasifika supervisors. This is of particular importance where there are high numbers of Maori and Pasifika in the population that staff serve. Given the relatively small pool of possible supervisors, there is an urgent need to identify and develop supervisors with cultural expertise.

**Develop a model of all professional development** activities occurring within the organisation demonstrating the links and differences between them. Spelling out the linkages will increase the effectiveness of professional supervision, which will in turn impact on service user outcomes. Consultation with human resources specialists may be helpful in developing the model. The Ministry of Education National Supervision Framework Group Special Education (2005) provides a useful example.

**Establishing a professional supervision coordinator** position or positions to implement, monitor and evaluate professional supervision. This person is likely to be considered an expert in the field, and will most likely be an advanced practitioner who holds a senior position. Adequate time and space should be allocated to implementing professional supervision, so that it is not a secondary consideration or squeezed into an already full-time workload (Lynch & Happell, 2008c).

The professional supervision coordinator can then identify people interested in becoming supervisors. Ideally this group will have had some training or experience in professional supervision. The impact that professional supervision duties will have on supervisors’ workloads
will have to be considered, and adjustments made. It is likely that each person will not supervise more than four to six people. As the champion of professional supervision, the coordinator will provide support and supervision for the other supervisors, with a focus on furthering and extending their competencies.

Recruiting and training sufficient supervisors will be part of the professional supervision strategy. Decisions about what constitutes sufficient and competent training will need to be made by each individual organisation, as will accreditation processes. It is likely that professional supervision coordinators will have tertiary level training, as will those providing supervision of supervisors.

Staff should be consulted about issues such as choosing a supervisor, internal versus external professional supervision, the format of professional supervision sessions, allowing time for professional supervision in work time and providing cover in inpatient units, and the information from the consultation used to inform policies and procedures. Similarly, staff should be encouraged to participate in developing definitions, functions and processes for professional supervision that are specific to their organisation, and this input should be used in developing the organisation’s professional supervision strategy, and its policies and procedures. Taking this approach will help ensure staff ownership of the process.

Establish an interim professional supervision process until there are sufficient trained supervisors available and a clear process has been established. This interim process may include a combination of formats for supervision sessions, such as providing access to an external supervisor for some staff, as well as group professional supervision. It will be the responsibility of all staff to work with their professional leaders and managers to have their professional supervision needs met, recognising that the development of an effective system will take some time.

Establish evaluation procedures for professional supervision. It is likely that this will involve anonymous surveys and targeted conversations to identify what is working, as well as any barriers to professional supervision. Any evaluation should inform the professional supervision systems and processes, and modifications and additions made. Monitoring and evaluation are critical to establishing professional supervision as being effective and financially viable within organisations. Creative thinking about what constitutes relevant evaluation data may see such things included as staff sicknesses and other absences, increases in creative and innovative practice, and expressed consumer satisfaction (Lynch & Happell, 2008c). Some way of collating this information across district health boards, primary health organisations and non-government organisations would be useful for measuring professional supervision efficacy and developing models of practice that are specific to Aotearoa New Zealand. Finding ways of seeking service user comment as part of evaluating professional supervision, while difficult, would also add to the effectiveness of the process (McKenna et al., 2008; Rice et al., 2007).
CONCLUSION

Professional supervision is complex and challenging, though ultimately a rewarding task for supervisors, supervisees and organisations. Maintaining a focus on the three functions of supervision – administrative, educative and supportive – is key to the process, as is the understanding that professional supervision is directed at developing the supervisee’s competencies. It is these skills that will impact on the supervisee’s work with service users.

These guidelines describe the best practice approach to conducting, implementing and maintaining professional supervision. The values and principles of professional supervision are outlined, as are the mechanics of how supervision works and the roles and responsibilities of each party.

The guidelines will ensure greater consistency in the practice of professional supervision across district health boards, non-government organisations and primary health organisations. A section on implementing and maintaining professional supervision in organisations has been included to ensure that there is greater take up. A planned and system-wide approach to professional supervision is likely to ensure greater effectiveness in the process and impact more significantly on outcomes for services and service users. It is the responsibility of all nurses, regardless of their position, to work in partnership with their organisations to develop professional supervision. It is not enough to acknowledge that professional supervision is a necessary requirement. System-wide procedures and processes need to be in place to ensure that it happens.

Further work is needed to develop structures and approaches to professional supervision that are specific to mental health and addiction nursing; to explore structures for implementing cultural supervision in Aotearoa New Zealand; to develop standards and competencies to guide the training of supervisors; and to evaluate the impact of professional supervision on supervisees and the work they do with service users.

It is hoped that these guidelines will support and assist the further development of professional supervision across the mental health and addiction sector, thereby improving the effectiveness of nurses and the service they provide to service users. Furthermore, these guidelines will form the basis for training for supervisors and supervisees, which is to be introduced in 2009.

Supervision is “keeping the world light”
- Interviewee
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